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Abstract
Business and Economic textbooks warn against committing the Sunk Cost
Fallacy: you, rationally, shouldn’t let unrecoverable costs inﬂuence your
current decisions. In this paper, I argue that this isn’t, in general, correct.
Sometimes it’s perfectly reasonable to wish to carry on with a project because of the resources you’ve already sunk into it. e reason? Given that
we’re social creatures, it’s not at all unreasonable to care about wanting to
act in such a way so that a plausible story can be told about you according to
which you haven’t suﬀered, what I will call, diachronic misfortune. Acting
so as to hide that you’ve suﬀered diachronic misfortune involves striving to
make yourself easily understood to others (as well as your future self) while
disguising any shortcomings that might damage your reputation as a desirable teammate. And making yourself easily understood while hiding your
ﬂaws will sometimes put pressure on you to honor sunk costs.



Introduction

Conventional wisdom, as well-documented in introductory Business and Economics textbooks, holds that it’s irrational to commit the sunk cost fallacy.¹ Very
roughly: you commit the sunk cost fallacy when you let unrecoverable costs inﬂuence your current decision-making.
Economists and Business Majors notwithstanding, most of us do commit the
sunk cost fallacy.² For the sake of picking a more neutral phrase, let’s follow Nozick [] and Kelly [] by referring to this behavior as honoring sunk costs.
¹ For example: [McKenzie and Lee, ], [Frank and Bernake, ], and [Mankiw, ].
² For a collection of psychological studies to this eﬀect, see [Arkes and Blumer, ], [Garland,
], [Moon, ], [Staw and Hoang, ]. For a collection of anecdotal evidence, please consult my mother. Also, Econ and Business students appear to honor sunk costs with the same
gusto as the rest of us. Learning about the fallacy seems to have little eﬀect on one’s propensity
to commit it [Arkes and Blumer, ]. (See [Tan and Yates, ], however, for some evidence to
the contrary).
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Examples range from the mundane to the profound, from the personal to the political. Here’s one example: You bought a non-refundable, non-transferable opera
ticket — but, by the time the night of the show rolls around, you are no longer
sure you want to go. Here’s another less-mundane example: you’ve devoted many
years of your life to a career in Finance — but, aer years spent advancing up
the corporate ladder, you are no longer sure that this is a job you enjoy doing.
And here’s another, this time more political, example: we expend considerable
resources (as well as sustain signiﬁcant causalities) ﬁghting a war — which now
seems to many to be almost unwinnable. ere are, of course, a myriad of other
examples. In each of these situations, it’s hard not to think, e.g., “But I’ve already
spent money on this,” or “But all that time and work will have been for nothing,”
or “If we don’t keep ﬁghting, those who’ve fallen during combat will have died in
vain!”
ere are lots of cases in which we feel pressure to honor sunk costs. But it is
not true that whenever we’ve sunk costs into an endeavor we feel pressure to carry
on with it.³ Here’s an example: You buy ﬁre insurance for your house and your
house doesn’t burn down. But there is no pressure whatsoever to honor the costs
you’ve sunk into the insurance premiums by, for example, burning your house
down. So sometimes we feel the “pull” to honor sunk costs, but sometimes we
don’t. Why? And in those cases in which we are tempted to honor sunk costs,
what’s so irrational about succumbing? In order to make a case, one way or the
other, about the rationality of honoring sunk costs, we need to get clearer about
why we feel the pressure to do so when we do.
In this paper, I am going to do two things. First, I am going to provide an
account of what it is that makes the diﬀerence between those cases in which we
feel pressure to honor sunk costs and those cases in which we don’t. Second, I
will suggest that once we come to understand why we feel the pressure to honor
sunk costs, it’s no longer clear that doing so is always irrational.
Here’s the idea. In the cases in which we feel pulled to carry on with a project
because of the costs we’ve sunk into it, the honoring of sunk costs allows us to hide
the fact that we’ve suﬀered, what I will call, diachronic misfortune.⁴ Honoring sunk
costs sometimes allows you to tell a more ﬂattering story to yourself about your
diachronic behavior. And, I will argue, the desire to maintain plausible deniability
about having suﬀered diachronic misfortune — that is, wanting to be able to spin
a plausible autobiographical tale that casts its protagonist in a ﬂattering light —
is a nearly universally had and deeply-rooted one. It is a desire that proverbially

³ is isn’t just to say that we feel pressure to do so which is ultimately outweighed by other considerations. ere are cases in which there is no temptation to honor sunk costs whatsoever.
⁴ Very roughly: you suﬀer diachronic misfortune whenever you perform a sequence of actions that
results in an outcome that is worse, by your lights, than some other outcome that could’ve resulted
had you performed a diﬀerent sequence of actions.
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resides close to our proverbial hearts; it’s central to who we are. In fact, given
the kind of creatures we are — social, deeply reliant on our ability to eﬀectively
coordinate — it’s not at all unreasonable to expect creatures like us, via a process
of social evolution, to come to internalize a desire to tell exonerating stories about
ourselves. If this is right, then honoring sunk costs (at least in those cases in which
we feel the pressure to do so), involves satisfying a desire central to our practical
identities as social creatures. And, so long as this desire is not outweighed by
other considerations, it needn’t be irrational to honor sunk costs.
Here’s how I will proceed. In the next sections, we will get clearer both about
what it is to honor sunk costs, and why we feel the pressure to do so in some cases
but not others. I will defend Claim I: we feel tempted to honor sunk costs when
carrying on with a project can be better integrated into a ﬂattering yet plausible autobiographical story than abandoning the project can be. Next, I will suggest that
it isn’t always irrational to honor sunk costs by arguing for Claim II: it’s reasonable to expect social creatures to care, profoundly, about this type of self-serving
autobiographical storytelling because to do so promotes our social ﬁtness.⁵



What is it to Honor Sunk Costs?

So far, I’ve given only a very rough characterization of what it is to honor sunk
costs. Allow me to rectify that with the following example.
A Night at the Opera? It’s Saturday night and you have a ticket to La
Traviata. You bought the ticket in advance, two weeks ago. (Let’s say,
for the sake of the story, you paid $100). ing is: you can’t decide
whether or not to go.
Two weeks ago — when you were buying the ticket — you wanted
to go. But now you’re not so sure. “e opera,” you think “would
be nice — but staying home would be nicer.” In fact, the following is
true of you:
Were you to have, say, found this ticket — rather than spent
your hard-earned money on it — it’d be a no-brainer: you’d
stay home.
But, alas, things aren’t that simple. “Look,” you think, “I could have
just as easily not bought that ticket, saved myself the money, and
⁵ Is this a bait & switch?: I draw you in with the promise of rationalizing honoring sunk costs, but
really end up rationalizing something else instead. You don’t, for example, successfully rationalize
poking yourself in the eye by arguing that in some cases — ones, for example, in which someone
oﬀers you a very very large sum of money if you poke yourself in the eye — it’s rational to do so.
I’ll hold oﬀ on fully addressing this worry until §6.
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stayed home with $100 in my pocket.” If only! You can’t undo what’s
been done. Your available options are clear: either go or stay. What
to do?
Let me make the story a bit clearer by representing it with a tree-diagram.
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Figure : Tree-diagram of A Night at the Opera?

In cases like this one, I feel pressure to go. Had I not bought the ticket — had I
stumbled across it, or were it to be Free Opera Night, or something like that —
and I didn’t feel like going, I wouldn’t go. Having a pattern of attitudes like this is
characteristic of honoring sunk costs.
Counterfactual Case: a found opera ticket
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Figure : Tree-diagram of the Counterfactual Case.

Sunk Costs:

You honor sunk costs if you decide to ϕ rather than ψ,
but holding all else ﬁxed are disposed, had sunk costs
not been sunk, to ψ rather than ϕ.⁶

⁶ is characterization of what it is to honor sunk costs is, admittedly, rough and oversimpliﬁed.
First, for presentational simplicity, it assumes you have only two available options. But, of course,
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You, like me, might feel tempted to honor sunk costs in A Night at the Opera? —
you might feel pressure to go rather than stay even though you’re disposed, had
you not sunk $100 into the project of going to the opera, to stay rather than go.
But why? What’s the diﬀerence between the two cases?
Here’s an obvious suggestion: you feel pressure to carry on with a project when
unrecoverable resources have been lost to the project. If you’ve bought the opera
ticket, then you’ve sunk some unrecoverable resources into the project of going to
the opera. On the other hand, if you found the opera ticket (by stumbling across
it), then no resources have yet been expended on the opera-going project. is
suggestion is not quite right, however, as the following example brings out.
Short-Changed at the Opera. You have little to no desire to go see La
Traviata two weeks from now. (You have no strong deﬁnitive desires
about what to do in two weeks at all). And you, certainly, have no
intention to buy a $100 opera ticket. In fact, your trip to the Opera
Company’s ticketing booth had nothing to do with the opera at all —
you had a very rare $1000 bill in your pocket that was desperately in
need of breaking.
Correctly assuming that the Opera Company would be able to break
your bill, you approached a Ticket Booth Agent. Unbeknown to you
— and, much to your misfortune, unnoticed by the absent-minded
you can honor sunk costs when you have more options, too. Second, the characterization provides only a suﬃcient condition for honoring sunk costs. Arguably, you also honor sunk costs
when they exert some pressure on you to ϕ even if that pressure is ultimately outweighed by other
considerations. is characterization focuses on the limiting case in which that pressure, in concert with your other reasons, is decisive. Last, and most importantly, one might worry that the
characterization is much too broad (and so isn’t a suﬃcient condition aer all). Suppose, for example, that you bought a $100 ticket for the opera and now, the night of, are still excited about
going. But, also suppose, that had you not bought the ticket but still wanted to go, you would
need to buy a more expensive $1000 ticket at the door. Although you’re happy to pay $100 to see
the opera, $1000 is far too much. So, as things are, you prefer to go rather than stay but, had sunk
costs not been sunk, you’d stay home. is clearly isn’t an instance of honoring sunk costs. Isn’t
this, then, a counterexample to Sunk Costs? No: holding all else ﬁxed — in particular, that you
don’t have to dish out $1000 in order to attend the opera — you are not disposed, had sunk costs
not been sunk, to stay rather than go. In eﬀect, the “holding all else ﬁxed” clause instructs you to
consider a truncated decision-tree, otherwise identical to the actual one, that begins de novo at
the current choice-node. (Honoring sunk costs, then, appears to violate the Separability Axiom of
dynamic choice theory, which says, roughly, that the choice made at any node in a decision-tree
should be the same as the choice that would be made in the truncated decision-tree that begins
de novo at that node [McClennen, ]). It’s not obvious, then, that this characterization is too
broad. However, it’s also not obvious what “holding all else ﬁxed” entails. If purchasing-and-notusing tickets reliably causes you to experience signiﬁcant guilt, should we hold ﬁxed this future
emotional unpleasantness (even if you wouldn’t feel guilty about not using tickets you didn’t purchase)? Should we hold ﬁxed your memories of purchasing the tickets? I’ll address these worries
at greater length in §6, but, for the time being, I’ll trust that the intuitive idea is clear enough to
continue.
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Ticket Booth Agent — the (absolutely non-refundable-under-anycircumstances) tickets for next fortnight’s production of La Traviata
eerily resemble $100 bills. You realize much too late that the Ticket
Booth Agent mistakenly gave you nine $100 bills and one ticket to
the opera. What luck!
Fast-forward two weeks. It’s Saturday night. You don’t really feel like
going to the opera tonight. You’d rather stay in and enjoy a relaxing
evening in front of the TV. You think to yourself, “it’s a shame that
I got shorted $100 by that Ticket Booth Agent, but there’s nothing
(short of issuing a formal complaint with his superiors) that I can do
about it now.”
In A Night at the Opera?, I would feel considerable pressure to go to the opera.
In Short-Changed at the Opera, I wouldn’t. But in both cases, an unrecoverable
$100 has gone toward the opera-going project. So the pressure we feel isn’t owing
merely to the loss of money. e important diﬀerence between the two cases is
that in the former, but not the latter, the money was sunk into the opera-going
project intentionally — the opera ticket was acquired on purpose in A Night at the
Opera? and acquired accidentally in Short-Changed at the Opera.
e diﬀerence between acquiring the ticket intentionally and acquiring it accidentally suggests another proposal about why we feel pressure to honor sunk
costs in the former case but not the latter: by acquiring the ticket intentionally,
one might think you thereby also formed the intention to go to the opera Saturday
night; and, in general, there’s rational pressure to follow through on our intentions. But one can acquire an opera ticket accidentally without thereby forming
the intention to go, and thus opt to stay home without violating any previously
formed intention.⁷
I don’t think that this proposal is quite right either. When you purchased
the ticket at t1 , you needn’t have formed a future-directed intention to go to the
opera on Saturday. In order for it to be rational for you to form such an intention,
it better be that you preferred for future-you to go to the opera over future-you
staying at home. But your decision to purchase the ticket can be rational even if
you lacked a preference of this sort. Exactly what your decision to buy the ticket
reveals about your beliefs and preferences-over-outcomes very much depends on
how you-at-time-t1 conceived of it. is can be illustrated by telling two diﬀerent
versions of the story, like so:

⁷ Some philosophers ([Davidson, ] and [Anscombe, ], for example) hold that there is a tight
connection between acting intentionally and acting on an intention. I intend to remain neutral
about this. All I’m suggesting is that in the case at hand, your decision to purchase the ticket
is accompanied by the forming of a future-directed intention to go to the opera. You’ve made a
plan, or a commitment, to go. For a fuller discussion of intentions, and the role they play in moral
psychology, see [Bratman, , , ] and [Holton, ].
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A Night at the Opera? (Binding). You long to be someone who regularly goes to the opera. You aspire to be the kind of person who
appreciates High Culture. As it is, though, you aren’t that kind of
person at all. You ﬁnd the opera (as well as: the ballet, modern art
museums, French ﬁlms, free verse poetry, etc., etc.) to be tedious and
boring. Consequently, you know that — le to your own devices —
you will never go to the opera, you will never develop a taste for the
ﬁner things, and you will eventually die without ever coming to appreciate High Culture. You don’t want that to happen, though.
It is in that spirit that you approach the Opera House’s ticket booth.
You purchase a ticket for La Traviata for two weeks from now because
you want your future-self to go to the opera. You think: “What I really
want is to want to go to the opera. And, given that I probably won’t
come to want to go to the opera out-of-the-blue, the best way to get
myself to want to go to the opera is to make myself go.” So, at time t1 ,
you prefer that future-you goes to the opera whether future-you feels
like going or not.
A Night at the Opera? (Betting). You decide to purchase a ticket for
La Traviata — not because you want future-you to go to the opera
come what may — but instead to give yourself the option to go to the
opera if you decide you want to go.⁸
In both versions of A Night at the Opera? there’s pressure to honor sunk costs
by opting to go rather than stay. But what the purchasing of the opera ticket at
time t1 says about your beliefs and preferences at that time depends on the version of the story. In Binding (which is the version that is implicitly evoked in the
tree-diagram of Figure ), you unconditionally desire that future-you goes to the
opera.⁹ Your buying of the ticket, in this case, is being used as a way to bind your
⁸ e decision to purchase the ticket is like taking a bet that turns on whether or not you will feel
like going. (See Figure 3. F stands for “I feel like going,” and ¬F for “I don’t feel like going.”) It is
not an essential feature of the case, however, that this “bet” turns on how you will feel about going
rather than, say, the weather. For example, you might buy the opera ticket with the intention of
going unless there’s heavy snowfall that evening. (In which case, reinterpret ¬F to stand for “there’s
heavy snowfall,” etc. in Figure 3). It’s a pain to go out when it’s really coming down out there. And
yet even if it does snow Saturday evening, there’s still pressure to honor sunk costs by going.
⁹ is isn’t exactly right. It’s rare that we prefer one thing to another come what may. Even here, you
presumably don’t desire future-you goes to the opera no matter what. For example, if the Apocalypse begins Saturday night, you probably desire that future-you do something more exciting
than spend the night at the opera. ere are countless other conditions your opera-going desire
turns on. e sense, then, in which your desire in Binding to go to the opera is unconditional is a
relative one. e diﬀerence is that your preferences in Binding are unconditional with respect to
how you’ll feel in the future, whereas your preferences in Betting are sensitive to how future-you
will feel. See [Korsgaard, , p. ] on the distinction between treating a principle as general
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Figure : Tree-diagram of A Night at the Opera? (Betting).

future-self.¹⁰ We do sometimes have preferences like this. Consider, for example,
buying a year-long gym membership. Oen, when people purchase gym memberships they don’t just want to give their future-selves the option to go exercise
if they so choose — rather, they want their future-selves to go exercise whether
they feel like it at the time or not.¹¹
Sometimes our preferences are like those described in Binding, but at least
just as oen our preferences are like those described in Betting: we want our
future-selves to do what they feel like doing. Purchasing the ticket, in this case,
gives your future-self the option to go to the opera.
What does intentionally exchanging $100 for an opera ticket reveal about your
beliefs and preferences? Buying the ticket, as opposed to acquiring it by accident,
reveals a preference, at time t1 , for buying over not buying. is means that at
time t1 , your beliefs and desires were such that the expected utility of purchasing
the opera ticket exceeded the expected utility of not purchasing it.¹² e outcome
and treating a principle as absolutely universal.
¹⁰ For some interesting discussion of self-binding in decision theory and economics, see [Arntzenius
et al., ], [Meacham, ], and [Elster, ].
¹¹ In fact, buying an expensive gym membership in order to motivate oneself to exercise more regularly is an o-cited example of the sunk cost fallacy [McAfee et al., ]. If you know that you’re
disposed to honor sunk costs and you want yourself to exercise more regularly, buying the gym
membership might be a good pre-commitment strategy. Even if honoring sunk costs is irrational,
this might be a sensible thing to do. It’s not necessarily irrational to strategically harness future
irrationality for rational ends. Nozick [, p. -], for example, argues that honoring sunk
costs can be rational for precisely these reasons. (See [Steele, ] and [Kelly, ] for further
discussion).
¹² Choosing to buy the ticket is — in all relevant respects — to place a bet. Namely, a bet that pays
out a night at the opera, if the world turns out one way, and pays out a night spent at home, if
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that will result from your decision at time t1 turns on what will happen — what
you will choose to do, and what the world will be like — at time t2 . Acquiring the
ticket intentionally reveals information about how you-at-time-t1 believed and
wanted the world to be.¹³ But, of course, acquiring the ticket accidentally reveals
nothing about what your beliefs and preferences were like at time t1 .
Here then is another suggestion. When Saturday night rolls around, you have
only two available options: you can decide to stay home or go to the opera. As
much as you might wish otherwise, there is no option available to you that would,
were you to take it, result in outcome A — you cannot now go back in time and
prevent you-at-time-t1 from purchasing the opera ticket. Outcome A is no longer
accessible to you. But, of course, it was accessible to you. Let me introduce some
terminology:
An outcome O is diachronically accessible to you, at a time ti , if you faced
a choice, or series of choices, prior to time ti such that were you to have
chosen diﬀerently at those times, outcome O would have resulted.¹⁴
the world turns out a diﬀerent way. e vast vast majority of our actions can be understood as a
form of betting. Insofar as the outcome of an action turns on how the world might turn out to be,
taking that action is to take a bet [Ramsey, ].
¹³ Exactly what the purchasing of the ticket reveals about you depends on the case. In Binding, in
order for the purchase to be rational, you-at-t1 must prefer outcome B to outcome A to outcome
A− . In Betting, where your preference are conditional on how you will feel, your decision to
purchase the opera ticket is rational only if you think it reasonably likely that on Saturday you will
feel like going to the opera.
¹⁴ It might be helpful to have this spelled out, slightly more formally, in terms of decision-trees. Start
with a decision-tree T , consisting of choice-nodes (representing the potential moves of the agent
at a particular time), chance-nodes (representing the potential moves by “nature”), and terminal
nodes (representing outcomes). We can determine the outcomes that are diachronically accessible
to you with the following procedure. Locate your position on T , making note of the moves of
“nature” compromising your actual path from the initial node to your current position. ese are
the moves of “nature” that have come to pass. Hold ﬁxed these moves by erasing from tree T those
sub-trees, emanating from the chance-nodes, corresponding to the moves of “nature” that didn’t
come to pass. Call the resulting tree T ∗ . e outcomes corresponding to the terminal nodes of
T ∗ are those outcomes that are diachronically accessible to you.
It’s worth pointing out that here — but also throughout the paper — I have been implicitly
assuming that the moves of “nature” are causally independent of your decisions: they would remain the same even if you had chosen diﬀerently. Although this assumption holds in some cases
(e.g., your decision to purchase the opera ticket has no inﬂuence on the Saturday’s weather), it
certainly needn’t hold in all of them (e.g., your decision to purchase the ticket very well might
inﬂuence what you will feel like doing on Saturday). If we turn oﬀ this assumption, the notion
of diachronic accessibility sketched in this footnote needn’t coincide with one presented in the
main text. e latter, roughly, looks at what would happen if you had acted diﬀerently from the
initial choice-node onward, allowing for the fact that “nature” might make diﬀerent moves on
diﬀerent paths. e former, however, holds ﬁxed the moves “nature” actually made, and looks
at how things would be if we vary your choices within the constraints given by how the world is
now. Nothing in the rest of the paper will turn on this distinction, though, so let’s ignore it.
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Saturday evening, outcome A is diachronically accessible to you. By opting to stay
home you will bring about outcome A− which is clearly worse, by your own lights,
than outcome A. If you opt to stay home, you suﬀer what I will call diachronic
misfortune.
Misfortune

You’ve suﬀered diachronic misfortune iﬀ you’ve made
a series of decisions that resulted in an outcome O
such that there is another outcome O∗ that () is diachronically accessible to you, and () is better, by
your own lights, than O.

Notice that it takes very very little to suﬀer diachronic misfortune. One can act
perfectly rationally — one can do absolutely everything one, rationally, should
do at each time — and still, as a result of bad luck, end up in a sub-optimal outcome relative to one that’s diachronically accessible to you. Suﬀering diachronic
misfortune is totally consistent with being impeccably rational.¹⁵
Here’s the thought: perhaps we feel pressure to honor sunk costs when not
doing so would result in the suﬀering of diachronic misfortune. In both versions
of A Night at the Opera?, if you decide to not go to the opera, you will suﬀer
diachronic misfortune. But in Short-Changed at the Opera, if you decide to not
go, you won’t thereby suﬀer a misfortune of this sort.
is suggestion cannot be right, either. We sometimes do not feel any pressure
to honor sunk costs even when not doing so would result in the suﬀering of a
diachronic misfortune.¹⁶ Here is an example.
Camping Rainstorm. You were planning a camping trip. e weather
forecast had it that it was likely to rain. Reasonably, then, you decide
to rent some rain-gear — including a fairly expensive raincoat. You
bring your new rain-gear, as well as all the other camping necessities,
along with you on your trip. e weather forecast, however, turns
out to be incorrect: there’s not a cloud in the sky. Nevertheless, you
could still don the fairly expensive raincoat. Aer all, you spent all
that hard-earned money on it! Wearing the raincoat, of course, won’t
keep you any drier (you’ll be water-free no matter what you wear) and
you’re sure you’ll feel pretty silly walking around with a completely
ineﬀectual raincoat on. What to do?
¹⁵ Perhaps there are some kinds of diachronic mistakes — like, for example, having so-ﬁckle-as-tobe-money-pumpable preferences — that are irrational. For the purposes of this paper, however, I
wish to remain completely neutral about this.
¹⁶ It’s worth pointing out that this proposal fails for an additional reason. In Betting, you at all times
prefer outcome A to both outcome A− and outcome B, so no matter what you decide to do at
time t2 , you will suﬀer diachronic misfortune. In fact, any time you take a bet (broadly construed)
and lose, you are guaranteed to suﬀer diachronic misfortune.
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Figure : Tree-diagram of Camping Rainstorm.

e decision to wear the raincoat in Camping Rainstorm seems totally nuts. ere
is absolutely no pressure to do so. But what’s the diﬀerence between buying a
ticket, learning that you don’t feel like going, and going to the opera anyway; and,
in the second case, renting a raincoat, learning that there will not be a rainstorm,
and wearing the raincoat anyway? e desire to avoid suﬀering diachronic misfortune cannot, at least, be the whole story. It is, as I will suggest in the next
section, part of the story.



Honoring Sunk Costs and Spinning Your Social Story

ere are cases in which we hear the siren call of our past expenditures, lulling
us toward one course of action over another. ere are other cases, too; cases in
which the call of our sunk costs falls on deaf ears: we feel little to no pressure to
honor them.¹⁷ Why do we feel pressure to honor sunk costs in some cases but not
others?
Here’s my hypothesis. e cases in which such pressure is felt are cases in
which it will be easier to integrate the action that honors sunk costs into a plausible autobiography according to which its protagonist has not suﬀered diachronic
misfortune. In these cases, there will be an asymmetry in the prospects of spin¹⁷ ere are cases in between, too. Cases in which, to stretch the already-somewhat-tired metaphor
a bit more, the siren call of our sunk costs can be heard but is decisively drowned-out by ambient
noise — in other words: cases in which we have some reason to honor sunk costs, but that reason
is entirely swamped by other considerations. Imagine, for example, a case much like A Night at
the Opera? except that, come Saturday night, you become ill. You don’t feel like going to the opera
because you are sick — the thought of being anywhere but in bed, an arms-length away from a
box of Kleenex seems downright dreadful! is is a case in which, although you might feel some
sunk-cost-related pressure to go, you would ﬁnd being at the opera while ill so unpleasant that it’s
overwhelmingly clear to you to stay home — preferably, in bed, with a cup of soothing tea.
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ning a plausible story that casts you in a good light; in the cases in which we don’t
feel pressure to honor our sunk costs, however, honoring sunk costs will make
the prospects of telling an exonerating story just as dire as they would be were
you to not honor sunk costs.
C I: You will feel pressure to honor sunk costs when:
() ere’s no plausible story to be told about your behavior according to which you
(a) sink some costs into a project,
(b) later, abandon that project, and
(c) haven’t suﬀered diachronic misfortune.
But,
() If you carry on with the project, it is possible to tell a plausible
story according to which you haven’t suﬀered diachronic misfortune.

is is the idea. If you’ve suﬀered diachronic misfortune, then, either, you’ve lost
a bet or you have diachronically unstable preferences. (Betting is an example
of the former; Binding is an example of the latter). A story in which you suﬀer
diachronic misfortune, then, is a story according to which not everything is going
your way. Weakness is unbecoming. If it is obvious that you’ve lost a bet or that
you have ﬁckle preferences, you reveal weakness. We feel compelled to honor sunk
costs when doing so will aid in hiding that we’ve suﬀered a diachronic misfortune.
Of course, sometimes our shortcomings will be impossible to hide. In these cases
honoring sunk costs loses its appeal.

.

A Night at the Opera? Binding and Betting

In both versions, opting to stay reveals that you’ve suﬀered diachronic misfortune.
Given that you’ve already bought the ticket, were you to stay, you’d bring about
outcome A− which is worse — clearly and undeniably — than outcome A. And,
at time t2 , outcome A is diachronically accessible to you. erefore, were you to
stay rather than go, there would be no plausible story that could be told about
your behavior according to which you haven’t suﬀered diachronic misfortune.
Furthermore, in both versions, if you opt to go, a plausible story can be told
about you according to which you remain misfortune-free. Here’s why. In Binding, if you opt to go, you can successfully hide that you’ve had a change of heart.
Your preferences have changed — you-at-time-t1 preferred B to A but you now
prefer A to B — and there’s nothing you can do about that now. But, because
your preferences with respect to outcomes B and A are inert (you are no longer
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in a position to bring about outcome A), it is possible for you to disguise the preference change by going to the opera. Similarly, in Betting, if you opt to go, you
can successfully hide that you’ve lost a bet about how you would feel. By bringing
about outcome B you suﬀer diachronic misfortune — B is worse (and clearly so)
than A. It’s worse to do something you don’t feel like doing. But, because how you
feel is non-public (and negotiable and even potentially malleable), you are able to
hide the fact that you don’t feel like going by opting to go.
If you decide to go, your behavior — ﬁrst, buying an opera ticket, then going
to the opera — is consistent with a story in which everything is going your way.
It’s true that your action now cannot make it any less true that your preferences
have changed, or that your prediction didn’t pan out — but, by deciding to go, you
can eﬀectively hide these things.¹⁸
On the other hand, in Short-Changed at the Opera, there is nothing about
your acquisition of the opera ticket that would make it reasonable for anyone
to infer anything substantive about either what your preference over the relevant
outcomes were, or how likely you took it to be that you would feel like going to the
opera Saturday night. It’s completely compatible with you accidentally acquiring
the ticket that you all-along preferred A∗ to B ∗ and were maximally conﬁdent
that you wouldn’t feel like going to the opera on Saturday.¹⁹
¹⁸ e claim isn’t that by deciding to go you will redeem yourself by somehow undoing your diachronic mistakes; rather, the claim is that by deciding to go you can attempt to hide your failings.
It’s the asymmetry in the prospects for telling a plausible social story according to which you
haven’t made any diachronic mistakes that gives outcome B a leg up over outcome A− .
In contrast, the discussion of sunk costs in [Kelly, ] focuses on the potential redemptive
powers that our current decisions may have on past losses. You might honor sunk costs because
you desire that past sacriﬁces “causally contribute to the realization of that valuable state of aﬀairs
in the pursuit of which those sacriﬁces were originally made” (p. ). A desire like this would
explain the pressure to honor sunk costs in cases like Binding, but it’s unclear to me that it explains
the pressure to honor sunk costs in cases like Betting.
¹⁹ One might worry that this isn’t entirely true. If we represent the decision-problem in ShortChanged at the Opera so as to include your earlier decision to break your $1000 bill at the Opera
Company’s ticketing booth (rather than at the bank across town, or the bodega across the street,
etc.), then doesn’t it become clear that you’ve suﬀered diachronic misfortune in this case too? In
deciding to break the bill at the ticketing booth, you took a losing bet: you hoped to get ten $100
bills and instead walked away with only nine and an opera ticket. Furthermore, can’t you eﬀectively hide that you lost this bet by opting to go to the opera? e answer, I think, depends on
the extent to which you could tell a plausible story — to others, but also to yourself — according
to which you all along wanted to pay $100 for the opera ticket. If your actual original aim (to
break your $1000 bill, not to buy an opera ticket) is public and non-negotiable, then it’s clear that
you preferred the outcome in which your $1000 bill was exchanged for ten $100 bills and you
stay home Saturday night to the outcome in which your $1000 bill was exchanged for non $100
bills plus an opera ticket and you go to the opera Saturday. So, no matter what you decide to
do Saturday night, it’s revealed that you suﬀered diachronic misfortune. (In fact, your diachronic
misfortune is revealed at the ticket booth, long before Saturday.) On the other hand, if your actual
original aim can be obscured, going to the opera might help you maintain plausible deniability
about having suﬀered diachronic misfortune. is depends on your ability to convince yourself
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Camping Rainstorm

In this story, however, no matter what you do at time t2 — opt to wear the raincoat,
or opt not to — you will not be able to maintain plausible deniability about having
suﬀered diachronic misfortune.
You’ve rented a raincoat and it didn’t rain, so you’ve lost a bet. If you decide to not wear the raincoat, there’s no plausible story that can be told about
your behavior in which you haven’t messed up somehow. Why? Because the outcome (which we’ve been calling A− ) in which you rent the raincoat, it doesn’t
rain, and you don’t wear it is sub-optimal — it’s worse than the outcome A in
which you didn’t rent the raincoat, it doesn’t rain, and so you don’t wear it. Just
think of Counterfactual-You, hanging out in the possible world in which you decided against renting the raincoat, who’s enjoying the beautiful weather, raincoatless (just like Actual-You) but who is also the-cost-of-a-fairly-expensive-raincoat
richer!
More importantly, if you decide to wear the raincoat anyway — despite the
fact there’s no rain — there’s also no plausible story that can be told about you
according to which you haven’t messed up somehow. Why? Because, ﬁrst, it is
obvious that it isn’t raining. e weather is public and non-negotiable. So there is
no plausible story about your behavior in which it rains. And, second, people just
don’t wear raincoats when it’s not raining. So it’s natural to suppose that when
you purchased the raincoat at time t1 , you had had conditional preferences —
you didn’t want future-you to wear the raincoat come what may. And so, were
you to wear the raincoat, you’d still be signaling that you’d lost a bet.²⁰ You cannot
hide your diachronic misfortune by opting to wear the raincoat because it’s simply
not plausible — given the kinds of things that we around here care about — that
you’ve all along preferred wearing the unnecessary raincoat to enjoying the sunny
day having never rented the raincoat in the ﬁrst place.

.

Plausible Deniability

In order for you to maintain plausible deniability about something, you have to
construct a narrative about your behavior that’s plausible. But what is it for a
narrative to be plausible? And for whom are we constructing our narratives?
You will be not be able to construct a plausible narrative about your behavior according to which you haven’t suﬀered diachronic misfortune when it is
that you, all along, wanted to buy the opera ticket. It’s perhaps possible, in some cases, to do this.
But, I claim, once we start to think of the case in this way, it’s no longer obvious that we wouldn’t
feel any pressure to honor sunk costs.
²⁰ If anything, by wearing the raincoat when it isn’t raining, you are loudly broadcasting that you lost
a bet. It’s as if you are yelling: “I BOUGHT A RAINCOAT, SEE? AND, LOOK, IT DIDN’T RAIN!
LOOK AT ME! I MESSED UP! WHOOPS!”
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obvious that you’ve taken an action that has resulted in an outcome O which is
sub-optimal relative to an outcome that’s diachronically accessible to you. For
example, the outcome in which you’ve bought an opera ticket and stay home is
obviously worse than the outcome in which you stay home having not bought
the opera ticket. Why? Because the only relevant diﬀerence between the two outcomes is that you’re $100 poorer in the former than in the latter; and it is obvious
— at least, given the kinds of things that we around here care about — that you’d,
all else equal, rather be $100 richer than poorer.²¹
If you want to tell a plausible story, there are two ways to do it. First, if it is
obvious that O is sub-optimal, you might yet be able to maintain plausible deniability by misrepresenting O as some other outcome. is can be accomplished
if the state-of-the-world that partially constitutes O is suitably non-public. e
version of Betting that involves predicting how you will feel is an example.
Second, if it is obvious that outcome O is the outcome your actions have
brought about, you might yet be able to maintain plausible deniability by disguising the fact that you prefer a diachronically accessible outcome to O. Binding
is an example of this, as is the version of Betting that involves predicting the
weather.²²
²¹ What if it were to become common knowledge (because new information comes to light) that the
opera is terrible — that it is so bad, let us assume, that no reasonable person could prefer going
to having not purchased the ticket in the ﬁrst place — or that your preferences have changed?
In these cases, wouldn’t it be obvious that you’ve suﬀered diachronic misfortune no matter what
you do Saturday night? Yes; if this were so, it would now be obvious that both of the available
options are dispreferred to some diachronically accessible one. And there’s some (albeit scant)
empirical evidence that suggests that we wouldn’t feel pressure to honor sunk costs in these cases.
In a number of studies, it was found that the sunk cost eﬀect was signiﬁcantly reduced by, in
various ways, making it clear between the subjects and experimenters that further investments
would be worse than having not invested in the ﬁrst place ([Phillips et al., ], [Tan and Yates,
], [Berg et al., ], [Bragger et al., ]). It certainly might seem, intuitively, like we would
feel pressure to honor sunk costs even in these cases, but I think there’s reason to be cautious
here. It’s easy to mistake these cases for nearby ones in which it is possible to disguise that one has
suﬀered diachronic misfortune. For example, even if new information comes to light about the
opera’s (lack of) quality, so long as it doesn’t become common knowledge that you speciﬁcally don’t
now prefer going to having not bought the ticket, it might still be possible for you to hide your
diachronic misfortune by honoring sunk costs. You could, for example, tell a story (to yourself
and others) about how you actually sort of enjoy terribly bad operas, or about how you enjoy
watching things ironically, or about how you ﬁnd the experience of going to any opera (no matter
how bad) to be edifying. On the other hand, if no such story is plausible — if, for example, it
becomes common knowledge that the opera performance is literally torture — then (according
to my proposal) we’d no loner feel pressure to go.
²² Notice that as the weather becomes increasingly hazardous, the less plausible it becomes that you
prefer the outcome in which you brave the storm to see the opera over the diachronically accessible outcome in which you stay home, cozy and warm, having never bought the tickets in the ﬁrst
place. In the extreme — when, for example, the blizzard is so bad that only the most foolhardy
would risk leaving their homes, when a State of Emergency has been issued, and spontaneous
praying has broken out — it will be downright implausible that you prefer going to the diachronically accessible outcome, and so it will no longer be possible for you to disguise your diachronic
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What makes a story about your behavior plausible? In order for a narrative to
be plausible, it must be both internally and externally coherent. It’s not enough,
then, that your diachronic behavior merely meets some formal constraints. e
story must also attribute attitudes to you that seem reasonable to your audience.
What counts as “plausible” will depend on the kinds of things that we around here
— your audience — consider to be relatively natural to care about. What this
amounts to, though, very much depends on your audience, their shared background knowledge of social life, and their understanding of the “social scripts”
that were available to you. Plausibility can vary in degree and is sensitive to various contextual features.
e desire to maintain plausible deniability about having suﬀered diachronic
misfortune is sensitive to our beliefs about what others believe and care about.
Hiding diachronic misfortune involves disguising it from an audience — even if
that audience is ﬁctional, or hypothetical, or merely yourself — and so information about the beliefs, norms, practices, and values of your community plays an
important role in, for example, delimiting what counts as “plausible.”
Consider Camping Rainstorm, for example. ere is no plausible story about
you according to which you rent the raincoat, it doesn’t rain, you wear it anyway,
and you haven’t stumbled into a suboptimal outcome. It’s not reasonable — given
the kinds of things that we around here care about — to take you to prefer wearing
a rented raincoat unnecessarily to enjoying the sunny day having never rented the
raincoat in the ﬁrst place. People (at least, around here) don’t wear raincoats on
sunny days. But we can imagine a version of Camping Rainstorm in which your
fellow campers are all members of e Society for Raincoat Appreciation: they
enjoy discussing — and wearing — raincoats in all kinds of weather. In such a case,
it might not be implausible that you all along preferred renting and wearing the
raincoat on a sunny day to not having rented the raincoat at all; and, consequently,
you might feel pressure to wear the raincoat (if you can also convince yourself that
you have such a preference).
For whom are we constructing these narratives? Our stories are partially directed toward the other members of community and partially directed toward
ourselves. As a heuristic (because it is not always possible to tell who’s watching
when), we might ﬁnd it helpful to pretend that there is a semi-omniscient God,
whose epistemic access to us is not diﬀerent in kind or grain from the access afforded to the members of our community in making marketplace observations,
watching us at all times. Of course, we aren’t literally always the object of public
scrutiny; although, insofar as we are both the authors of and the audience to our
misfortune. You would — and I think this is right — feel no pressure to honor sunk costs in such
a case.
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own behavior, there is some sense in which we are always being watched.²³

.

Supporting the Hypothesis & Alternative Explanations

To reiterate, according to my hypothesis, we feel pressure to honor sunk costs in
some cases but not others because we desire telling ﬂattering yet plausible stories
about our diachronic behavior — stories in which we haven’t suﬀered diachronic
misfortune — and honoring sunk costs can help achieve that end. Is the hypothesis true?
Although far from conclusive, there is some empirical evidence which suggests that it is. In the remainder of this section, I will present some of this evidence
(and, in §5, I’ll present some evidence that we do have such a desire) and I’ll compare my proposal to some other potential explanations of why we feel pressure to
honor sunk costs.
Several studies suggest that subjects have a greater propensity to honor sunk
costs when they view their initial decision as a mistake for which they are personally responsible ([Staw, ], [Davis and Bobko, ], [Bazerman et al., ],
[Staw and Fox, ]). In all of these studies, the projects into which costs had
been sunk had some (oen, small) chance of ultimately being successful. is is
consistent, then, with subjects investing more resources in order to (if only temporarily) disguise their misfortune. In addition, Conlon and Parks [] found
that subjects who viewed their initial investment decision as a mistake for which
they were personally responsible were signiﬁcantly more likely to seek out retrospective, as opposed to prospective, information about the investment. is
suggests that the subjects, who were likely to honor sunk costs, were potentially
seeking ways to justify their initial investment decision, to themselves and others,
as something other than a mistake. ere is also evidence that subjects in these situations choose, if given the opportunity, to selectively present information that
casts their decisions in a favorable light [Caldwell and O’Reilly, ]. It’s also
been shown that when given the opportunity to acquire (what turns out to be)
unnecessary information, subjects use that information in their decision-making
in order to justify having sought it [Bastardi and Shaﬁr, ]. And studies of
“projection bias” suggest that subjects adjust their future actions (e.g., their selling price for some object) to better align with their past predictions of those actions [Loewenstein and Adler, ]. is evidence suggests that we’re disposed,
at least under some conditions, to work toward disguising our past mistakes by
taking actions now that attempt to weave them into a coherent narrative.²⁴ How²³ For a discussion of the idea is that we can adopt an “outsider’s” view of our own actions, and
evaluate our behaviors and ourselves from this perspective see [Smith, ], [Hogan and Briggs,
].
²⁴ It’s also worth noting that, while honoring sunk costs is a pervasive phenomenon among humans,
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ever, the evidence mentioned here is, while suggestive, far from conclusive. In
particular, many (if not all) of these results are open to alternative explanations
that are consistent with rival hypotheses about why we feel pressure to honor sunk
costs.
ere are several such rival hypotheses, but let’s focus only on what I take to
be the most promising three: the Avoid Waste hypothesis, the Planning hypothesis, and the Prospect eory hypothesis. e ﬁrst hypothesis, which has been
defended by Arkes and Blumer [], holds that the pressure to honor of sunk
costs derives from our desire not to appear wasteful.²⁵ e second hypothesis explains the pressure in terms of our dispositions to follow through on our plans,
or commitments, or intentions. e ﬁnal hypothesis appeals to Prospect eory
[Kahneman and Tversky, ] — in particular, that outcomes are evaluated as
gains or losses relative to some reference point, that this reference point is subject
to “framing eﬀects,” and that our value functions are convex and steep for losses
— and predicts that decision-makers will honor sunk costs by carrying on with
a risky project rather than settle for a sure-thing loss by abandoning it ([aler,
], [Whyte, ]). I think each of these hypotheses suﬀers from some serious
shortcomings.
Avoiding Waste. According to this hypothesis, “the avoidance of waste is a motivating factor in people’s decision to honor sunk costs by not abandoning a failing
course of action” [Arkes and Ayton, , p. ]. e idea is that we desire to not
appear wasteful and this desire puts pressure on us to honor sunk costs.²⁶ For
example, aer purchasing the opera tickets, it might appear wasteful to not use
them. And so we feel pressure to go to the opera in order to avoid appearing
there are no (unambiguous) instances of it among lower animals ([Arkes and Ayton, ], [Curio,
]). Arkes and Ayton [] also contend that young children do not honor sunk costs. If the
pressure to honor sunk costs derives from a desire to construct a ﬂattering yet plausible narrative
about ourselves (which itself derives from our need to predict and explain each others behavior in
order to solve complex coordination problems; see §5), then, given that lower animals and young
children likely lack the necessary abilities to construct such narratives, this is exactly what we
should expect.
²⁵ See [Arkes, ] and [Arkes and Ayton, ] as well.
²⁶ It’s not clear that Arkes and Blumer [] and Arkes [] are making this strong of a claim, or
if they are merely suggesting that there’s a psychological connection of some sort or other between
honoring sunk costs and not appearing wasteful. For the sake of argument, I’m going to address
the stronger claim (and grant the weaker one). Also, Arkes and Ayton [] appear to endorse a
slightly diﬀerent hypothesis: namely, “that overgeneralization of the eminently sensible rule ‘Don’t
waste’ contributes to the manifestation of the sunk cost eﬀect” (p. ). It’s not fully explained
how and why this rule would overgeneralize in the way that Arkes and Ayton [] hypothesize,
but, unless the rule overgeneralizes to all and only those cases in which you’re in a position to
avoid appearing wasteful, we should expect this hypothesis to issue diﬀerent predictions than the
hypothesis in [Arkes and Blumer, ] and [Arkes, ]. It’s not clear from the context, however,
whether this is intended to be a competing hypothesis or not.
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wasteful.
Depending on how this hypothesis is spelled out, it is either unsatisfying or
consistent with my own. How, in general, would honoring sunk costs help you
avoid appearing wasteful? Why does it appear more wasteful to not use the tickets
than it does to waste your evening at an opera that you’d otherwise prefer not to
see? Moreover, we feel pressure to honor sunk costs even when there’s no tangible
good — like opera tickets — that we risk appearing to waste. Furthermore, we
feel no pressure to wear the raincoat in Camping Rainstorm even though doing
so would presumably appear less wasteful than renting it without using it at all.
ere are answers to these worries, of course. If we appear wasteful when
it’s obvious that we’ve acquired something at a higher cost than necessary or that
we’ve failed to eﬃciently use our resources, then, in order to avoid appearing this
way, we might feel pressure to act so that a plausible story can be told about our
behavior according to which these things are not the case. Not using the opera
tickets appears more wasteful than wasting your evening because it’s easier to
hide your feelings about the opera than it is to hide unused opera tickets. ere’s
no pressure to wear the raincoat because, although not wearing it might appear
wasteful, it’s already obvious that renting it was a waste. But notice that if you’ve
acquired something at a higher cost than necessary or if you’ve failed to eﬃciently
use your resources, you’ve also suﬀered a diachronic misfortune. So it’s no longer
clear, when spelled out in more detail, whether this is a rival hypothesis aer all.

Adhere to Your Plans. According to this hypothesis, the pressure we feel to
honor sunk costs derives from a generally admirable propensity to follow through
with our plans. Making plans, and then following through on them, is beneﬁcial
for various reasons: e.g., it helps us achieve long-term goals in the face of temptation; it allows us to avoid the costs of continually reconsidering our reasons for
action by closing oﬀ future deliberation; it facilitates inter- and intra- personal
coordination; etc. [Bratman, ]. Once a plan has been made, we (at least,
typically) feel psychological pressure to follow through on it. Perhaps, then, the
pressure we feel to honor sunk costs is really pressure to follow through on a plan.
But, as we’ve observed (in cases like Betting), we feel pressure to honor sunk
costs even when no such plan has been made (or, rather, when we’ve made a conditional plan such that adhering to it isn’t served by taking the sunk-cost-honoring
option). You bought the opera ticket, not with the plan to go, but to give yourself
the option to if you feel like it. So the pressure to honor sunk costs doesn’t derive
straightforwardly from the impulse to follow through on our plans. Instead, the
pressure to honor sunk costs might result from an overgeneralization of our general propensity to follow through on our plans. Our impulse to follow through
on our plans is so strong that we feel pressure to do so even when no such plan
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has been made.
I have a couple worries about this explanation. First, while it’s not implausible
that our propensity to follow through on our plans might overgeneralize to cases
in which no such plans have been made, it’s unclear why such a propensity would
overgeneralize to those cases in which we feel pressure to honor sunk costs but not
overgeneralize to those cases in which we don’t. Compare Betting to Camping
Rainstorm. In both cases, you don’t adhere to your original (conditional) plan
by honoring sunk costs: you planned to go to the opera but only if you feel like it
(or, only if the weather isn’t terrible); you planned to wear the raincoat but only
if it rains. We feel pressure to honor sunk costs in the former case but not the
latter. Given the structural similarity of the two cases, why would our propensity
to follow through on our plans overgeneralize to the former but not the latter?
Or imagine a case a lot like Betting but with no sunk costs: you have a standing
invitation to see the opera, at no cost, whenever you’d like to; you make a plan to
go next Saturday unless the weather is terrible; on Saturday, the weather is terrible.
I wouldn’t feel pressure to go to the opera in this case. Why would the pressure to
make good on our plans only overgeneralize to the version of the case in which
costs had been sunk?
ere is also an interesting phenomenon — the so-called “Reverse Sunk Cost
Eﬀect” [Heath, ] — where decision-makers honor sunk costs by abandoning,
rather than following through on, the project into which costs have been sunk.
Here’s an example. Suppose you bought an old house with the plan to renovate
and re-sell. Aer purchasing the house, though, the real-estate market takes a
turn. It becomes clear that you won’t be able to recoup your total expenses by
renovating and re-selling. Instead, you could re-sell the house as-is (also at a loss).
ere’s evidence that people feel pressure to abandon their original plan in favor
of re-selling the house as-is even though, had sunk costs not been sunk (had they
been given the house as a gi, for example), they would prefer to re-sell the house
aer completing the renovations.²⁷ is is an example of honoring sunk costs
— you feel pressure to abandon the project rather than carrying on with it even
though, had sunk costs not been sunk, you would be disposed to carry on with the
project rather than abandon it — that is diﬃcult to explain in terms of adhering
to your plans. Even if the impulse to follow through on our plans overgeneralizes,
in cases like these, we feel pressure to abandon, not follow through on, the plan.²⁸
²⁷ See [Heath, ] for a number of experiments suggesting that subjects “de-escalate” investment
in response to sunk costs precisely in cases like the one presented above.
²⁸ Notice, however, that my explanation can potentially account for these cases. If you carry on with
the project, you will bring about an outcome that’s clearly and obviously worse than what would’ve
resulted had you not purchased the house in the ﬁrst place. But, if you abandon the project by reselling the house as-is, you have the opportunity to hide your diachronic misfortune by bringing
about an outcome (one in which you invest your resources elsewhere) that, while perhaps also
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Prospect eory. Another explanation for why we honor sunk costs appeals to
Prospect eory [Kahneman and Tversky, ], which is a descriptive theory of
decision-making under risk. Prospect eory deviates from Expected Utility eory in several respects, but the important diﬀerences, for our purposes, are these:
ﬁrst, outcomes are evaluated as gains or losses relative to a reference point; second, this reference point is determined by how the decision-problem is “framed”
psychologically; and decision-makers are assumed to have an S-shaped utility
function, which kinks at the origin (the reference point), is concave for gains,
and is both convex and steep for losses. In eﬀect, Prospect eory predicts that
decision-makers will exhibit risk-inclined behavior when choosing between perceived losses and risk-averse behavior when choosing between perceived gains.
e explanation holds that sinking costs into a project aﬀects our reference point
so that abandoning the project is perceived as a sure-thing loss. Because we are,
according to Prospect eory, averse to sure-thing losses, we will feel pressure to
honor sunk costs ([aler, ], [Whyte, ]).
ere are a number of problems with this explanation as well. First, even if
Prospect eory were to correctly predict when decision-makers will, and will
not, honor sunk costs, it’s not obvious that it provides a suitable explanation of
the phenomenon. As Arkes and Blumer [, p. ] complain “prospect theory
does not specify the psychological basis for the ﬁndings that sure losses are so
aversive and sunk costs are so diﬃcult to ignore.” As is, Prospect eory provides
at best a model of sunk cost honoring, not an explanation of it. Worse, it’s not clear
that Prospect eory does correctly predict when sunk costs will be honored (see
[Schoorman et al., ], for example). Furthermore, the explanation crucially
assumes that honoring sunk costs isn’t also a sure-thing loss (relative to the reference point). at needn’t be the case. You needn’t think of going to the opera
as a risky option — one that might, with some (perhaps low) probability, result
in an outcome that you prefer to having not purchased the ticket in the ﬁrst place
— in order to feel pressure to honor your sunk costs. Lastly, given the structural
similarities between Betting and Camping Rainstorm, it’s unclear how Prospect
eory could explain why we feel pressure to go to the opera in the former case
but don’t feel pressure to wear the raincoat in the latter.

worse, looks less obviously so to an “outside observer.” Moreover, Heath [] found that subjects
are less likely to abandon a failing project when the subsequent investments are “diﬃcult to track”
(e.g., investing time when the sunk costs are money; or investing money when the sunk costs
are time). When the value of the overall expenses allocated to a project is equivocal, it’s easier
to disguise whether completing the project would be worse than never having begun it. And so,
in these cases, abandoning the project no longer aﬀords you a better opportunity for hiding your
diachronic misfortune than carrying on with it.





e Sunk Cost “Fallacy” Is Not a Fallacy

Why is it Supposedly Irrational to Honor Sunk Costs?

Here’s a ﬁrst-pass at what’s perhaps the line of thought behind the familiar admonishments against sunk cost honoring:
It is irrational to ϕ if there is some other available act ψ that you prefer.
And by honoring sunk costs, you decide to ϕ rather than ψ, but are
disposed, had sunk costs not been sunk, to ψ rather than ϕ; and the
fact that you are so disposed, reveals that you in fact really prefer ψing to ϕ-ing — even though your actual behavior suggests otherwise.
is isn’t right. You don’t prefer staying home to going to the opera. (Of course,
were sunk costs not sunk, you would prefer staying to going — but, at the very
least, much more needs to be said about why this counterfactual is at all relevant).
e outcomes in the actual case and the counterfactual case are diﬀerent. How are
they diﬀerent? Most relevantly, for my purposes, is that the former might exhibit
an asymmetry in the prospects of spinning a ﬂattering yet plausible story about
your diachronic behavior. In general, we should individuate outcomes so as to
reﬂect all of the relevant features that the agent cares about.²⁹ By honoring sunk
costs, then, you needn’t have acted against your preferences.
Here’s another suggestion. e irrationality of honoring sunk costs isn’t to be
found in your action but, rather, in your preferences themselves.³⁰ e problem
isn’t that you did something (namely, go to the opera) in spite of not wanting to
do it. Rather, the problem is this: given that you’d prefer to stay home rather than
go were sunk costs not sunk, it’s not reasonable to prefer going to staying in the
situation in which sunk costs are sunk.³¹
²⁹ One thing that should be noted. I am here — and elsewhere (and everywhere) in the paper — presupposing Consequentialism about Rationality: the rationality-properties of an agent’s actions
supervene on the rationality-properties of the agent’s attitudes regarding the possible outcomes
that the agent believes will result from performing the actions. In other words, whether or not
it’s rational for S to ϕ depends on (and only on) S’s attitudes (e.g., her preferences) regarding the
outcomes in which S believes ϕ-ing would result. e outcomes — or, the consequences — are
what matters. I intend this presupposition to be understood in the thinnest, least controversial
sense possible. at is to say: if you take yourself to have unearthed a counterexample to Consequentialism about Rationality, you should go on to think (as I will) that you’ve misspeciﬁed
the relevant outcomes. (See [Stalnaker, ] for a defense of this position; [Anderson, ], on
the other hand, takes cases like the ones in this paper to undermine consequentialism; on the
relationship between consequentialism and expected utility theory, see [Hammond, ]).
³⁰ is is appears to be Kelly’s interpretation: “e claim that it is irrational to give weight to sunk
costs in one’s decision-making is naturally understood as a constraint on the kinds of considerations that can legitimately be oﬀered as, or taken to be, reasons.” [Kelly, ]
³¹ Does this presuppose an Anti-Humean view about the rationality of preferences? Aer all, if
you’re a Humean about the rationality of preferences, you think that preference-proﬁles cannot
be the object of rational evaluation. Maybe. But I don’t think that’s exactly right. Humeanism
(about the rationality of preferences) only says that one’s non-instrumental preferences are not
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We can understand this suggestion as a challenge to be met. e onus is us,
the honorers of sunk costs, to ﬁnd a diﬀerence between the cases that is rationally relevant. So far we’ve gone only part of the way. e feature which makes a
rational diﬀerence, according to me, is the prospects for maintaining plausible deniability about suﬀering diachronic misfortune. ere is a diﬀerence between the
options available to you in the cases in which we feel pressure to honor sunk costs
and the options available to you in the cases in which we don’t feel this pressure.
If you want to be able to hide your diachronic misfortunes, you thereby have
reason to honor sunk costs. Of course, if you want to poke yourself in the eye,
there’s at least some sense in which you thereby have reason to poke yourself in
the eye. And one might think: it’s not reasonable to poke yourself in the eye,
even if you want to — because wanting to poke yourself in the eye is a silly and
unreasonable thing to want. For any utterly bizarre behavior you can think of, we
can cook up some desire or other such that having that desire would, at least in
some sense, rationalize the behavior.
We’ve succeeded in pushing the challenge back a step: we’ve said what it is
that makes the diﬀerence, but why think that this is a diﬀerence it is reasonable
to let your decisions turn on? at is: why think it is reasonable to want to hide
your diachronic misfortune?



Caring About Spinning Your Social Story

I’ve argued that if you want to be able to tell a plausible story about yourself that
casts you in a ﬂattering light — as someone who hasn’t suﬀered diachronic misfortune — then it is reasonable for you to honor sunk costs when you feel the
pressure to do so. In this section, I will argue that, as a matter of fact, we do want
to be able to tell such stories about ourselves; and moreover that this is something
it is reasonable to expect creatures like us to want, given our social natures. We’ve
internalized a standing desire to construct ﬂattering yet plausible autobiographical narratives about ourselves and our behavior as a way of getting along with
one another. Furthermore, because these narratives give rise to “who we are” as
people, this desire is deeply interwoven into our self-identities.³²
rationally evaluable. Because our instrumental preferences are (or should be) sensitive to both
what we care about and how we take the world to be, even a Humean can accept that these sorts
of preferences are rationally evaluable. Furthermore, it seems implausible to me — or, at least,
deeply unsatisfying — that us Sunk Cost Honorers just happen to non-instrumentally prefer B to
A− . e “pull” of sunk costs is a pervasive phenomenon that infects all sorts of decision-problems,
only a small fraction of which involving opera tickets. is suggests that there is some unifying
feature — some property that all Sunk Cost cases have in common — that accounts for a whole
range of Sunk Cost preferences.
³² e claim here is similar in spirit to the account of agency in [Velleman, ], as well as the
account of the self in [Dennett, , ] and [Ross, ].



e Sunk Cost “Fallacy” Is Not a Fallacy

Justifying the Reasonableness of a Desire. One way to persuasively justify the
reasonableness of a desire is to argue that the object of the desire is a means to a
universally-agreed-to-be-worthwhile end. But, because we can vary the means to
the ends, this would constitute only a partial rationalization. If you continue to
want the means in situations where it is no longer a means to that particular end,
then the desire (at the very least, in those cases) is unreasonable.
It is more diﬃcult to oﬀer a persuasive justiﬁcation of the reasonableness of a
non-instrumental desire. We can appeal to intuitions. We can, in Humean fashion, claim that any non-instrumental desire, so long as ﬁts in coherently with the
rest of your desires, is not unreasonable (either because they are all reasonable,
or ‘reason’ doesn’t apply here at all). Justiﬁcations bottom-out somewhere. Or,
rather than search for an object-given reason, we might try to justify the reasonableness of a desire by oﬀering a state-given reason.³³ at is, rather than argue
that there’s something about X which makes it worthy of desiring, we could argue
that there’s something beneﬁcial about having the desire for X.³⁴
Here’s what I will do instead. Rather than (i) oﬀer an instrumental justiﬁcation, or (ii) claim that we desire to maintain plausibility about having suﬀered
diachronic misfortune non-instrumentally and then say nothing more, I will:
() Argue that we desire to maintain plausible deniability about having suﬀered
diachronic misfortune non-instrumentally. is kind of self-ﬂattering storytelling is something we can’t help but want to do.
() Oﬀer a Teleological Justiﬁcation: Argue that, because of the kinds of creatures we are, it was, and continues to be, integral to our success (at achieving other ends) that we come to care about hiding our diachronic mistakes.
ose of us who internalized this desire were more traditionally successful
than those who didn’t — and, so, through a process of Social Evolution,
we’ve come to internalize this non-instrumental desire.
Here’s an analogy. I have, as I’m sure you do too, a pro tanto desire for things that
taste sweet. When pushed, I cannot oﬀer a satisfying justiﬁcation of the reasonableness of this desire. I don’t, for example, desire sweetness as the means to some
end. I like things that taste sweet. I’m hard pressed to say much more than that.
It isn’t, though, mysterious why I, and creatures like me, desire things that taste
³³ See [Parﬁt, , ] for a fuller discussion of the distinction. Parﬁt thinks that all the state-given
reasons in the world cannot rationalize an irrational desire. One might think that state-given
reasons for having a desire D, at best, rationalizes the desire to be such that you have desire D.
³⁴ is is, roughly, the strategy Nozick [] adopts in justifying the honoring of sunk costs. It’s
good, according to Nozick [], that we honor sunk costs because we can strategically exploit
the fact that we will honor sunk costs in order to help our future-selves overcome temptation.
is is a state-given, and not an object-given, reason to honor sunk costs. Steele [] criticizes
Nozick’s argument, largely, for this reason.
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sweet. Most things that are sweet contain sugar. And sugar has ﬁtness-promoting
caloric properties. Creatures who desired sweet things did better than creatures
who didn’t. Even though NutraSweet doesn’t contain the ﬁtness-promoting caloric
properties of sugar, it still tastes sweet to me. And even though (granting the evolutionary story I’ve sketched) the reason, in some sense, that I non-instrumentally
desire sweetness has to do with the caloric properties of sugar, it isn’t unreasonable to desire NutraSweet. As we’ll see, in some important respects, our desire
to maintain plausible deniability about having suﬀered diachronic misfortune is
like my pro tanto desire for sweet foods.
Social Evolution and the Desire to Maintain Plausible Deniability. ere is
a fair amount of empirical evidence that we care quite strongly (albeit, not always consciously) about our self-presentation.³⁵ For example, Kurzban and Aktipis [] argue that we’ve internalized a set of mechanisms that are “designed
for strategic manipulation of others’ representations of one’s traits, abilities, and
prospects” (p. ). ese mechanisms work to strike the optimal balance in selfpresentation between favorability and plausibility ([Baumeister, ], [Schlenker,
]) with the aim of demonstrating our social value to others.³⁶ One primary
function of these mechanisms is to maintain the appearance of consistency ([Swann,
], [Tedeschi et al., ], [Stone et al., ]). And, although these mechanisms
serve a social function, there’s evidence that the mechanisms exert motivational
force on us even in private ([Tice and Baumeister, ], [Schrauger and Schoeneman, ], [Baumeister, ], [Hogan and Briggs, ]); there is a tight connection between the impressions of ourselves that we attempt to instill in others
and our own self-identities ([Baumeister, ], [Rosenberg, ], [Schlenker,
]). Kurzban and Aktipis [] metaphorically liken these mechanisms to a
press secretary: “it collects and stores information about what one has done and
engages in spin to make the individual’s actions appear as positive as possible”
(p. ). Furthermore, they argue that the motives embodied by the “press secretary” — namely, the desire to construct plausible autobiographical narratives
that cast its protagonist in a favorable light — operate without conscious awareness (and, they suggest, for good reason: conscious awareness of such a desire
might undermine its satisfaction [Trivers, ]).³⁷
³⁵ See the subtle discussion of social behavior in [Goﬀman, ], which analyzes social interaction
as analogous to theatrical performance. Social interaction is akin to a performance in which
“actors” create and manage the impressions they impart to their “audience.”
³⁶ See, for example, [Baumeister, ], [Kurzban, ], [Leary, ], [Schlenker, , ],
[Tarvis and Aaronson, ], and [Trivers, ].
³⁷ In order to eﬀectively convince others, it’s oen helpful to ﬁrst convince ourselves. But if you’re
consciously aware of your desire to hide your diachronic misfortune, it will be exceedingly diﬃcult
(and perhaps impossible) to convince yourself that you haven’t suﬀered diachronic misfortune.
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In addition to this empirical evidence, there are more general theoretical reasons to expect social creatures to come to internalize a desire for spinning ﬂattering autobiographical narratives. One such theoretical reason is the following
speculative social evolutionary story.³⁸
Social coordination is essential to our success as social creatures ([Kurzban,
], [Levine and Kurzban, ], [Tooby and Cosmides, ]). Social coordination requires that I take you to be, and you take me to be, a good cooperator.
In order to make myself appear like a good cooperator, I must present myself in
a good light ([Hauser, ], [Brewer, ], [Trivers, ]). Because communities of successful cooperators will do better than communities of unsuccessful cooperators, we should expect that those pro-social traits (broadly construed) conducive to successful cooperation will be selected for. e claim is that, for these
reasons, we’ve come to internalize the capacities, dispositions, and sentiments
necessary for successful cooperation.³⁹
We live in a social world in which choice-behavior is, very oen, the subject
of examination by others. Successful navigation through the world requires us
to make suﬃciently reliable predictions about each other’s future behavior on the
basis of fairly meager evidence about each other’s past behavior. To get along
with one another, we must construct rough-and-ready folk psychological theories of each other. is is no easy task. Consequently, we face rational pressure
to stabilize our diachronic agency by presenting to each other coherent narratives
about our diachronic behavior; that is, we have reason to act so that a competent observer would be able to make fairly accurate predictions about our future
choice-behavior on the basis of our past choice-behavior.⁴⁰
³⁸ is story shares similarities to the ones oﬀered in [Kurzban, ], [Trivers, ], and especially
[Ross, ].
³⁹ e sketch of the idea here is a familiar one from evolutionary game theory, wherein a pattern of
behavior is represented in terms of a game-theoretic strategy and then shown to be evolutionarily
stable under certain conditions (see, for example, [Axelrod, ], [Binmore, ], [Elster, ],
[Frank, ], [Gintis, ], [Maynard Smith, ], [Skyrms, , ], and [Young, ]).
One way of interpreting these results is to understand the payoﬀs of the games plugged into the
evolutionary dynamics materially and to understand the various strategies under consideration
as corresponding to various preference proﬁles deﬁned over those material payoﬀs. Consequently,
we can understand the agents, who are the subjects of the evolutionary dynamics, as always acting rationally (i.e., they all perform the action that they most prefer from those available). And
evolutionarily stable strategies will correspond to those preference proﬁles — or, those ways of
valuing material goods — that would be selected for (under the conditions speciﬁed elsewhere in
the model). In this way, these sorts of argument in evolutionary game theory can be thought of as
explaining how, and under what conditions, certain motivational features — e.g., certain desires,
norms, etc. — can become internalized by agents.
⁴⁰ e relationship between narrative, folk psychology, and the construction of “the self ” has been
explored in both philosophy ([Dennett, , ], [Ross, ], [Velleman, , ]) and cognitive science ([Gazzaniga, ], [Goldie, ], [Hutto, ]). A common theme throughout is
the importance of the role narrative plays in social coordination, which oen requires presenting
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Success in the social world, however, requires more than just making ourselves predictable to each other. Maximally attractive prospective teammates, for
example, are — in addition to being diachronic stable — not overly susceptible
to taking losing bets. In brief, to make oneself into an attractive candidate for social collaboration, one must avoid the stench of failure ([Baumeister, , ],
[Tarvis and Aaronson, ], [Schlenker, ]).
Suﬀering diachronic misfortune — although not an infallible indicator of irrationality — is an indicator of failure. If it’s revealed that you’ve suﬀered diachronic
misfortune, you risk branding yourself as a suboptimal teammate. Here’s why.
ere are two main ways to suﬀer diachronic misfortune: () you exhibit diachronically unstable preferences; or () you take a bet (broadly construed), and lose.
Consider (). By exhibiting diachronically unstable preferences, you render
yourself hard to predict.⁴¹ If you are hard to predict, it will be diﬃcult to coordinate with you. And if we can’t coordinate with you, you will make a less than
ideal teammate. ere’s pressure on us, then, to present ourselves in ways that
uphold the appearance of diachronic consistency ([Cialdini, ], [Stone et al.,
], [Swann, ], [Tedeschi et al., ]).⁴²
Consider (). If it’s obvious that you’ve lost a bet, you risk establishing a reputation as a subpar predictor. Of course, it’s not (necessarily) irrational to lose a
bet — so a team’s pro tanto desire to not be associated with bet-losers might seem
like a matter of superstition⁴³ — given the meager amount of information we have
about each other’s behavior, it’s not easy to assess whether someone’s decision to
a uniﬁed account of our behavior. is is related to what McGeer [] calls “the regulative dimension of folk psychology,” central to which is the claim that “skilled folk psychologists are not
just able to read other people in accord with shared norms; they also work to make themselves
readable in accord with those same norms” (p. ).
⁴¹ Diachronically unstable choice-behavior is diﬃcult to rationalize as the product of coherent beliefs and desires had by a uniﬁed agent who cares about things in ways that we around here ﬁnd
intelligible. It’s not diﬃcult, in general, to rationalize an agent’s behavior if we are allowed to individuate the outcomes of the decision-problems the agent faces as ﬁnely as need be, which amounts
to representing the agent’s preferences as sensitive to those features individuating the outcomes.
(On this issue, see [Broome, ], [Dreier, ], and [Pettit, ]). But we rescue the uniﬁed
agent’s (formal) coherence at the expense of representing her as caring about things to we around
here might ﬁnd hard to understand. Either way, our ability to predict the agent’s behavior suﬀers.
⁴² What counts as “diachronically consistent” is a more complicated matter than I’m letting on. One
can suﬀer diachronic misfortune as the result of diachronically unstable preferences in a way that
doesn’t make one’s future behavior hard to predict. For example, predictable preference shis —
like those that standardly occur as we mature, or like those that typically accompany signiﬁcant
life changes — in virtue of being predictable, needn’t undermine our ability to coordinate with
each other.
⁴³ Whether or not this is a matter of superstition, it appears to be a real phenomenon. We are oen
judged by our success and failures, even when they are the product of chance. For example, dealers
at casinos are sometimes removed from their posts, and even ﬁred, aer suﬀering a suﬃciently
long streak of bad luck [Goﬀman, ]. Furthermore, there’s evidence that some people act as if
luck itself is a hidden “skill” ([Darke and Freedman, ], [Langer, ]).
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take a bet was rational or not. We want to collaborate with others who assess their
evidence sensibly, proportion their beliefs to their evidence, and act sensibly in
light of these beliefs. And as the number of gambles you lose increases, the likelier
it may seem that you are failing on these fronts. is provides you with a reason
to hide your losses even when you know it was completely rational to have made
the bet. When there’s competition for spots on the team, it’s risky to hope that
others will grant you the beneﬁt of the doubt; it’s safer to avoid, if you can, even
the possibility of looking incompetent.
Moreover, it is especially embarrassing to reveal that you’ve made a false prediction about yourself (e.g., how you will feel, what you will do, what your preferences will be, and the like). When making a prediction about yourself, it’s presumed (perhaps, falsely) that you have a privileged position with respect to the
relevant evidence and it’s oen particularly opaque to others exactly what this evidence speciﬁcally is. e more “private” your evidence, the more vulnerable you
are to charges that you failed to assess it correctly. And, furthermore, by revealing
that you’ve made a bad a prediction about yourself, you reveal that you aren’t predictable even to yourself. And, as prospective teammates might very well worry,
if you aren’t predictable to yourself, what hope is there for the rest of us? Someone
who is bad at predicting what they themselves will do is someone for whom it’s
reasonable to think it will be diﬃcult for the rest of us to predict as well.
It’s advantageous to uphold the appearance of diachronic consistency. It’s also
advantageous to appear like a reliably successful predictor. Revealing that you’ve
suﬀered diachronic misfortune — which involves revealing that either your preferences have changed or you’ve lost a bet — undermines your ability to appear
like a diachronically consistent, reliably successful predictor. Because it’s socially
advantageous to appear like a diachronically consistent, reliably successful predictor, there’s pressure on us to avoid revealing our diachronic misfortunes.
In order to broadcast your social worth as a potential teammate, you want to
appear as though your preferences are stable, you’ve assessed your evidence well,
you’ve appropriately accounted for risk, and you’ve made sensible decisions. Because diachronic misfortune involves either unstable preferences or a lost bet, revealing that you’ve suﬀered it risks undermining your appearance as worthwhile
teammate.⁴⁴ Insofar as there is social evolutionary pressure to cooperate with one
⁴⁴ One might object that, while this might typically be true — that revealing a change in preference
makes you harder to predict, and that revealing that you lost a bet can (for the reasons outlined
above) be taken as a sign that you failed to sensibly assess your evidence, proportion your beliefs
to that evidence, and act sensibly in light of those beliefs — it’s not always the case. For example,
if it’s common knowledge that, when deliberating about whether to take some bet, you assessed
your evidence well and that you maximized expected utility, then revealing that you lost the bet
doesn’t suggest that you’ve made an unﬂattering mistake. Given that revealing diachronic misfortune doesn’t always undermine your appearance as a worthwhile teammate, why think there’s
evolutionary pressure to internalize a desire to disguise your diachronic misfortune rather than
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another, there is also pressure to present oneself as an attractive teammate. Acting so that your diachronic behavior can be woven into a ﬂattering narrative is
instrumental in presenting oneself in this sort of way. erefore, it’s not unreasonable to expect social creatures to come to internalize a deeply-rooted desire to
maintain plausible deniability about having suﬀered diachronic misfortune. Because evolution doesn’t paint with a ﬁne-brush, we should expect this desire to
be internalized as a non-instrumental one.
A Point of Clariﬁcation. e social evolutionary story above highlighted the
ways in which spinning a ﬂattering yet plausible autobiographical narrative is instrumental in achieving successful social interaction, and the beneﬁts (social and
otherwise) that come with it. And so, the desire to act in ways consistent with
spinning such stories is a good desire to have, whatever your other aims might be,
because it (oen enough) aids in the satisfaction of these aims; and, thus, honoring sunk costs is (again, oen enough) instrumentally rational. Although this desire is instrumentally valuable for these reasons, that’s not the argument. Rather,
the claim is that, because spinning a ﬂattering story about our behavior was (and
continues to be) socially beneﬁcial, we’ve come to internalize the desire to tell
such stories. And, furthermore, our desire to spin ﬂattering narratives about ourselves is a non-instrumental one; we’ve come to care about these stories for their
own sake. And, if you desire something, it’s not unreasonable for it to factor as a
consideration in your decision-making.
To what extent does this story turn on our limitations? Maybe if we were
ideally rational agents — impeccable bayesian agents with no cognitive limitations
— we would be able to internalize desires that were more nuanced. Couldn’t we,
for example, desire to look like a good cooperator only when others are looking?
Perhaps, but I’m skeptical. Ideal rationality isn’t omniscience. Because the
ideally rational agent, just like us, cannot always discern when her behavior is the
subject of others’ scrutiny, it’s not obvious that a community attempting to follow
the more nuanced rule would enjoy as much cooperative success as a community
following the less nuanced rule. e ideally rational agent could, on each occasion, run the cost-beneﬁt calculations (taking into account her credence that others are looking) and decide to do whatever maximizes expected value. If the costs
of being found out, and her credence that others are looking, are high enough,
pressure to internalize a desire that more closely tracks these underlying features? e reason is
that cases in which facts about your evidence-assessment and deliberation are common knowledge are very rare in real-world situations, and so it’s unlikely that the social evolutionary forces
would track them. It’s typically very diﬃcult to know what someone’s evidence is (much less
whether they assessed it correctly), or the basis on which they made a particular decision, etc. We
shouldn’t expect the evolutionary forces to be able to distinguish between desires whose diﬀerences mainly manifest in such atypical cases.
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she will keep up appearances; otherwise, she will not worry about looking like a
subpar teammate. But sometimes she’ll be wrong; she’ll fail to keep up appearances when others are looking, and she’ll undermine her reputation as a suitable
teammate as a result. Even if these occasions are rare for each individual, an entire community of ideally rational agents behaving in this way might be expected
to cooperate less successfully than a community implementing the less nuanced
rule.⁴⁵
Recall that the desire to disguise that one has suﬀered diachronic misfortune
facilitates coordination by making it easier for us to predict each other’s future
behavior from each other’s past behavior, and that such coordination is instrumental in our collective success. But if I know that you only desire to make it
easy for the rest of us to predict your future behavior from your past behavior
when you think the rest of us are looking (and, likewise, if you know that I only
desire to make it easy for the rest of you to predict my future behavior from my
past behavior when I think the rest of you are looking), then our ability to coordinate is compromised; we can no longer predict each other’s future behavior as
reliably. You’re entitled to infer a great deal less about how I will act in the future
from what you observe about my current behavior if you know that how we act
when we think we’re being observed might diﬀer from how we act when we don’t.
Analogously, we should expect the community that internalizes a norm prohibiting lying to cooperate more eﬀectively than the community that internalizes a
rule like “Don’t lie unless you think you can get away with it.” e latter community will have trouble establishing the requisite amount of trust necessary for
successful social cooperation. Similarly, the community of ideally rational agents
who attempt to appear like good cooperators only when others are looking will
fair worse than the community that internalized the less nuanced desire.



Is It Rational to Honor Sunk Costs?

Granting all that has been said, one might still worry that it is not rational to honor
sunk costs per se. It might be rational to maintain plausible deniability about
having suﬀered diachronic misfortune by, e.g., going to the opera aer having
purchased a ticket, but, one might worry, that just shows that you aren’t really
honoring sunk costs! In other words, if you go to the opera aer buying the ticket
in order to satisfy your desire to maintain plausible deniability about suﬀering
diachronic misfortune, then your reason for going to the opera is the satisfaction
⁴⁵ Gintis and Helbing [] credit the success of Homo sapiens to the internalization of norms, making a similar point to the one being gestured at here: “[W]hen individuals internalize a norm, the
frequency of the desired behavior will be higher than if people follow the norm only instrumentally — i.e., when they perceive it to be in their best interest to do so on self-regarding grounds”
(p. ).
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of that desire and not the sheer fact that you’ve already sunk resources into the
project.⁴⁶
Here’s an example to bring out the worry. Imagine that we live in a world in
which opera tickets are wired to explode if they go unused. Given that I’d rather
not die in an explosion, it’s completely rational of me to go to the opera aer
having purchased an opera ticket. However, this surely doesn’t show that it is
rational to honor sunk costs. My reason for going to the opera, in this case, is to
avoid a gruesome death, and not that I’ve already spent money on the ticket.⁴⁷
Isn’t something similar true about the account I’ve oﬀered here?
Yes, but I think there is an important disanalogy. e link between maintaining plausible deniability about having suﬀered diachronic misfortune and honoring sunk costs is very tight. ey are not merely causally correlated (given how the
world is); rather, there is something closer to a constitutive connection between
the two. In those cases in which we feel pressure to honor sunk costs, it’s the fact
that you sunk costs which, thereby, makes it the case that your aim of maintaining
plausible deniability about suﬀering diachronic misfortune is furthered by opting
for the sunk cost option. It’s not hard to imagine a situation in which you’ve sunk
costs into a ticket for the opera, and the ticket is not rigged to explode; but it is impossible to imagine a situation in which costs have been sunk into the opera ticket,
but opting to forego the opera doesn’t broadcast that you’ve suﬀered diachronic
misfortune.
Nevertheless, if one understands what it is to honor sunk costs in its narrowest-most sense, then even if these two are tightly connected (and so much so that
they cannot even come apart counterfactually), one can still insist that they are
distinct motivations. I think the right thing to say here, following [Kelly, ],
is this. If “honoring sunk costs” is understood narrowly, then, while it’s true that
nothing I’ve said here should convince you that honoring sunk costs isn’t irrational, it’s much less plausible that this is something that any of us in fact ever do.
All of the paradigmatic cases of honoring sunk costs are, if “honoring sunk costs”
is interpreted narrowly, not really examples of honoring sunk costs at all! On
the other hand, if we interpret “honoring sunk costs” more broadly (so that, for
example, the paradigmatic examples of the phenomenon count as genuine examples of it), then I’ve argued that to do so is not irrational. Furthermore, one might
think that in order for something to count as a “fallacy” it has to be, on the one
⁴⁶ See [Kelly, ] for a subtle treatment of this worry. [Steele, ] makes a similar point when
distinguishing between the honoring of sunk costs and the desire to ﬁnish what we’ve started.
⁴⁷ One way to motivate the thought that, in this case, you aren’t really honoring sunk costs is to
ask of the counterfactual situation in which the ticket is not wired to explode (but holding all else
ﬁxed) whether you would still feel pressure to go to the opera. If you would not, then you aren’t
really honoring sunk costs. It’s not always obvious how to evaluate such counterfactuals, however,
especially because it’s not entirely clear what it means to “hold all else ﬁxed.”
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hand, irrational and, on the other hand, tempting enough to be suitably pervasive.
And so, whether you interpret “honoring sunk costs” narrowly or broadly, either
way, the sunk cost “fallacy” is not really a fallacy: it’s either not irrational, or not
something actual people ever do.
Are, then, the Business introductory textbooks just wrong? Not entirely. It is
a presupposition of these texts — one that is more or less explicit — that we’re
working with a speciﬁcally circumscribed set of desires: namely, the desire to
amass wealth (narrowly construed). ese textbooks aim to teach us how to make
decisions qua businesspeople (or some such thing), not qua human. And, if your
primary desire is to make as much money as possible, then honoring sunk costs
is irrational. It’s only when we add to the mix the desire to tell diachronically
ﬂattering autobiographies that sunk cost honoring is rational.



Conclusion

Sometimes it is reasonable to honor sunk costs. Why? It’s reasonable to want
to maintain plausible deniability about having suﬀered diachronic misfortune.
Sometimes, honoring sunk costs is the only way to do this. It’s reasonable to
want to maintain plausible deniability because having this desire is instrumental
in successful cooperation, and successful cooperation is essential to our success
as social creatures.
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